Bluejays are sodium amytal
Yellow jackets are nembutal
Redbirds are seconal
It was just show-off
This is a personal matter
Stop acting light & still requires a stiffener
Much obliged is just kept
Starting to sound like a letter to an editor
A bow and a dinner jacket
What goes on in here, and outside
Very methodical
Pity to waste it
I disagree
I’m not done being methodical
I’ll struggle down to the curb
I think it needs reporting
I’m not Paralyzed
You know better?
Keep your voice down
I guess I was lightheaded

**NIGHT TABLE VISIBLE PLEDGE**
Positive about that knuckles
A crack is enough
*He spent* is white, other languages is pink
You see him fault?
So far, so good
Man with the loose gloves
Sure, just relax
I’m up to here with the soft babies
No idea
The lilacs undo
Smile at those clods
More than a prop
A vocational bimbo
Your own tongue got a little loose
Lay off – what nightgown?
Please don’t jump
I just got involved with the money
I guess so libretto
In a booth splay wings
There must be a reason
Gets awful ashamed
Down payment the hum of
You’re no gentlemen
Sure I’m sure person dry with why by the deserved
Nice name – you know something?
No reason at all pirouetting
They’re cap guns
Wear Hawaiian shirts
Don’t dance with me
This is not just a job to me
Get rid of the knucks
My mouthpiece
Pulse only slightly slower than normal, which is pretty fast
I will be getting annoyed
No nickel grabber
So we live in Extraordinary Times
I believe you know your way out
Breathe quietly, keep your voice down
The needle?
Just attitudinizing
You left out violent slope baffling pentacle
Men fall out of love with their bosses
Not otherwise are hiding their way back
You still want a magician
I thought it was tripe
Watch your lip
It happen everyday disassociating chute on together
Your emotions are in the clear
Stick around – so?
Definition is the harbinger of the machine
I’ve been in cold storage
I’ve got plenty of time to be alone
Meaning what?
You don’t have a prayer
I’ll calm you down
Good reflexes
Make them bite
That's just an act, this is strictly on the level
Quick-bodied and pulling teeth
Privilege to be a talking dictionary
Would like seeing you close up
Shrubbery needs pruning
Couldn't reconcile it
Wants to talk to you
It'll be verified
Can be stretched too far
Photostats
She was collecting fall guys
Empty now
There's such a Thing as justice
The shock had destroyed his memory
I don't care for the idea
I don't figure to the loosened tongueflower
Not exactly, not in so many words
You sound semi-sympathetic
Eating money
Such as?
Let's open up the wound
No feelings at all was exactly right
Start from the beginning
Light in bedroom
I make the rules here
Remove foxing strut
You must needle easily
That satisfies you?
You’re crayfishing and you know it
Don’t kid your self
I have reasons blows
Just answer “just friends”
You’re an emotional guy
Lots of men, huh?
Let me improvise
I sleep hard
You could train the weapon on you
I’ll be the only guy around not holding the chisel
I’m a trained listener
I don’t have any homelife
Big production, no story
Tilts blur – admission’s incinerator
Are you being modest?
I’m a very pampered guy
Suspenders call it a hunch
I live here all the time
Them curves and all
I got a philosophy about things